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Science background 

    Phenomenological galaxy formation models are
 becoming more sophisticated and realistic as we
 add more and more ingredients, each with
 various associated parameters. 

    These parameters need to be constrained using
 observational data: but which data, and where ? 
–  high-redshifts, where galaxies form 
–  overdensities, where galaxies evolve 



Simulating sub-mm galaxies  

•  simulations based on semi-analytical methods 
•  simulations of the flux distribution on the sky,

 not as measured by a sub-mm detector 
•  most work so far aimed at projects using 

 SCUBA-2, Herschel, APEX, LMT, SMA 

Aims: 
•  get to ALMA resolutions 
•  simulate ALMA measurement+pipeline 



Use of model predictions 

•  understand the Universe and all 
•  time machine: mass assembly scenarios 
•  testing of data analysis techniques            

 (irrespective of whether the model is perfect !) 
•  predictions to use in proposals, science cases, etc. 



Semi-numerical galaxy formation models 

•  Cosmological model 
•  Halo formation and

 merger history 
•  Gas dynamics and

 radiative cooling 
•  Star formation and

 feedback 
•  Stellar population

 synthesis 
•  Dust modelling 

Ingredients: 



Galaxy and halo merger trees 

An example of a simple halo/galaxy merger sequence 

Halo-halo mergers:
 multiple star-bursts 

Galaxy-galaxy mergers:
 single star-burst 



… and star formation histories 

example 1 example 2 

example 3 example 4 



Star formation history 



1.  Construct volume by 
lining up boxes along 
line of sight 

2.  Rotate and shift to 
minimise artificial 
clustering signal 

3.  Select sub-mm galaxies 

Possible because our model contains spatial info for all galaxies 

Produce lightcones: 

Creating mocks from simulations 



Creating mock surveys from simulations 



IR to mm fluxes: GRASIL 
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Galaxy geometry 
used in GRASIL  

(Granato et.al 2000) 

Disk: double exponential                         Bulge: King profile 

γ=3/2 



Three models 
Bursting and
 quiescent star
 formation, z=3 

Mostly quiescent
 star formation, z=3 

Mostly bursting star
 formation, z=3 

z=0 z=0 z=0 



SCUBA-2 clustering predictions: 3 models 

SHADES SCUBA-2 JCMT
 legacy survey
 after 2 years 

SCUBA-2 JCMT
 legacy survey
 after 5 years 

Distributions over fitted angular correlation function amplitudes
 for 50 mocks for three different galaxy formation models 

No redshift information 



SCUBA-2 clustering predictions: 3 models 

SHADES SCUBA2 JCMT
 legacy survey
 after 2 years 

SCUBA2 JCMT
 legacy survey
 after 5 years 

Distributions over fitted angular correlation function amplitudes
 for 50 mocks for three different galaxy formation models 

With redshift information (photometric) 



Proto-clusters 

•   the contribution of proto-clusters to (sub-)mm source counts 

•   properties of high-z (sub-)mm proto-clusters 

•   strategies for finding proto-clusters in wide angle (sub-)mm  
  surveys (with the LMT, APEX, SCUBA-2, and Herschel) 



Finding proto-clusters in (sub-)mm surveys 

Number overdensity of sub-mm
 sources for a field containing a
 rich proto-cluster increases with
 the flux cut. 

=>  stay at the bright end of the
 luminosity function 

To do: find good cluster
 identification algorithm using
 mocks where clusters have
 been put in. 

Rich cluster 

‘Normal’ cluster 



A blank AzTEC field (at the JCMT) 



A proto-cluster at z=3.8 (AzTEC@JCMT) 



AzTEC @ JCMT 



AzTEC @ LMT 50m 



Galaxy and halo merger trees 

An example of a simple halo/galaxy merger sequence 

Halo-halo mergers:
 multiple star-bursts 

Galaxy-galaxy mergers:
 single star-burst 



Another blank field (AzTEC@JCMT)  



Add a proto-cluster at z=2.5 (AzTEC@JCMT) 



Sub-mm galaxies: parent halo properties 

Halo mass Gas mass Bulge+disk 
 half-mass

 radius 

Miller Crawford, Ph.D. thesis (2006) 



Sub-mm galaxy halo size versus redshift 
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Discussion 

Questions to address: 

•   what “remains” after observing a mock with ALMA    
 (or rather, with almasimmos, for example) ? 

•   find optimal strategies for detecting distinct features  
 like substructure, gravitational arcs, chains, etc. 

•   usual stuff: sensitivity vs. resolution, uv coverage, ... 
•   where to draw the line between science simulations

 and instrument simulations ? 


